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QUESTION 1

The URL for an external service has been changed without prior notice. The service provides up to date money
exchange rates that is accessed several times from Salesforce and is a business critical function for end users. Which
two solutions shouldan Integration Architect recommend be implemented to minimize potential downtime for users in
this situation? Choose 2 answers 

A. Named Credentials 

B. Remote Site Settings 

C. Content Security Policies 

D. Enterprise ESB 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=collab_files_overview.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two system constraint questions should be considered when designing an integration to send ordersfrom
Salesforce to a fulfillment system? Choose 2 answers 

A. What latency is acceptable for orders to reach the fulfillment system? 

B. Which system will validate order shipping addresses? 

C. Can the fulfillment system implement a contract-first Outbound Messaging interface? 

D. Can the fulfillment system participate in idempotent design to avoid duplicate orders? 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

An Integration Architect has built a Salesforce application that integrates multiple systems and keeps them synchronized
via Platform Events. What is taking place if events are only beingpublished? 

A. The platform events are published immediately before the Apex transaction completes. 

B. The platform events are published after the Apex transaction completes. 

C. The platform events has a trigger in Apex. 

D. The platform events are being published from Apex. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Explanation: https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-
us.platform_events.meta/platform_events/platform_events_define_ui.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters is creating a distributable Salesforce package for other Salesforce orgs within the company.
The package needs to call into a custor ApexREST endpoint in the central org. The security team wants to ensure a
specific integration account is used in the central org that they will authorize after installation of the package. 

Which three items should an architect recommend to secure the integration in the package? Choose 3 answers 

A. Create an Auth provider in the package and set the consumer key and consumer secret of the connected app in the
central org. 

B. Contact Salesforce support and create a case to temporarily enable API access for managed packages. 

C. Create a connected app in the central org and add the callback URL of each org the package is installed in to redirect
to after successful authentication. 

D. Use an encrypted field to store the password that the security team enters and use password management for
external orgs and set the encryption method to TLS 1.2. 

E. Use the Auth Provider configured and select the identity type as Named Principal with OAuth 2.0 as the protocol and
Select Start Authentication Flow on Save. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Business requires automating the check and update of the phone number type classification (mobile vs. landline) for all
in-coming calls delivered to their phone sales agents. The following conditions exist: 

1.

 At peak, their call center can receive up to100,000 calls per day. 

2.

 The phone number type classification is a service provided by an external service API. 

3.

 Business is flexible with timing and frequency to check and update the records (throughout the night or every 6-12
hours is sufficient). 

ARemote-Call-In pattern and/or Batch Synchronization (Replication via ETL: System -> Salesforce) are determined to
work with a middleware hosted on custom premise. 

In order to implement these patterns and mechanisms, which component should an integration architect recommend? 

A. ConnectedApp configured in Salesforce to authenticate the middleware. 
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B. IoConfigure Remote Site Settings in Salesforce to authenticate the middleware. 

C. An API Gateway that authenticates requests from Salesforce into theMiddleware(ETL/ESB). 

D. Firewall and reverse proxy are required to protect internal APIs and resource being exposed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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